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Visita da Bioinsight – ontem (22 / 10 / 2019)

http://www.bioinsight.pt/

http://www.bioinsight.pt/


EXTRAPOLATION!



https://ciencias.ulisboa.pt/pt/calend%C3%A1rio-escolar

…A 30 de outubro 

celebrar-se-á o Dia da 

Investigação e não haverá 

aulas…

https://ciencias.ulisboa.pt/pt/calend%C3%A1rio-escolar


CIÊNCIAS RESEARCH DAY



SPEED DATING A STATISTICIAN

In a time where you can be “Married at first sight” or wonder about 

“Who wants to marry a farmer?”, the concept of speed dating has 

gained new meanings. 

Here we raise the bar and propose a date with a statistician. Does not 

sound that exciting? What if we propose to solve your statistical 

problem in 5 minutes? Surely that must mean we are headed to love at 

first sight! Come and see the romance behind statistics by “Speed 

dating a statistician”. 

It will significantly improve your day ☺ !



YOU CAN DO BETTER!





Ordem alterada, a partir de agora na pasta PDFs as coisas estão organizadas do mais recente para o mais antigo



Generalized Linear Models

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html

http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm

(continued!)

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html
http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm


Logistic regression: a 

simulated example 

(aka Vasco’s data)







The diagnostic plots look horrible… and yet, true model was used: 

next to impossible to do model diagnostics for logistic regression!



When covariates are 

strongly correlated



Imagine the following reality, which is actually a highly likely reality: 

1. You have multiple environmental covariates, correlated amongst themselves

2. You have one response variable, that depends on some variables but not others

This generates covariates with strong dependence 

– don’t ask me about this, it took me hours to get 

it. Just assume this was your data!



In reality, the dependent variable is explained by X1 alone!





Now fit a model with just X2





Now fit a model with both X1 and X2

- X1 seems irrelevant

- X2 seems potentially 

- relevant 



- X1 seems irrelevant

- X4 seems potentially relevant 

- X1 seems irrelevant

- X3 seems potentially relevant 



- X1 seems irrelevant

- X6 seems potentially relevant 

- X1 seems irrelevant

- X5 seems potentially relevant 



True model

Best model



A key difference between the use of a model, 

for two different objectives:

1. Prediction

2. Explanation

Explanation is what we are typically interested in

“Ecological Modelling”. But prediction is “good 

enough” for say “Machine Learning”!

Model lmX3 is the best, 

and it allows to predict Y is a reasonable way, 

BUT

we would be misled in thinking that X2 drives Y, when it is X1 that drives Y



Hands-on 

GLM example(s)

A count regression (try Poisson, but try Neg Bin too!)

A logistic regression (try logit link, but try other link functions too!)



Using the data in file “1-s2.0-S1364815217301615-mmc2.csv” (FENIX folder “Count data 

GLM”) explain the variation in the response variable “sponge species richness” 

(species.richness) as a function of the other variables in said file.

This data set is used in the 

paper below, feel free to 

explore the paper for 

details ☺,  brief variable 

description in next slides







Data in file “journal.pone.0200742.s002.csv” inside folder “Presence Absence GLM”




